
Broadcasting deregulation
Bob Campbell identifies the issues broadcasters feel need to be taken into account in any

_____________ overhaul of the Broadcasting Act

In an age of international deregulation of 
broadcasting our government was busy:
• reducing the permissible levels of foreign 

ownership in broadcast holding 
companies from 50 per cent to 20 per 
cent;

• introducing extraordinary tracing 
provisions for foreign ownership that 
were designed to ferret out any hint of 
irrelevant and remote foreign interests in 
holding companies;

• introducing sweeping concepts of actual 
control and association into the 
Broadcasting Act,

• affirming the continuing regulation of 
Australian content and children’s 
programming.
It seems to me that there is a real danger 

the deregulation debate in Australia will end 
up being a one way street, a street that could 
potentially lead the broadcasters to be no less 
regulated than they currently are and b some 
financial peril.

Foreign ownership provisions have been 
tightened thus cutting off a critical source of 
bvestment finance while at the same time, 
the government contemplates new forms of 
economic rent, such as licence auctionbg, 
and is contemplating a relaxation of barriers 
to market entry.

Continued regulation of Australian con
tent and of children’s programming is af
firmed while the government contemplates 
so called “self regulation” of the ownership 
and control provisions of the Act These pro
visions carry attendant penalties for noncom
pliance and sweepbg powers for the regula
tory authority to demand information from 
licensees.

Additional licences

I
t will come as no surprise that I funda
mentally endorse the position of the 
Minister that he has no present btention 
to grant any additional commercial tel
evision licences b tins country.

My support for his position will be re
garded as a blbding glimpse of the obvious 
and before it is taken as bebg simply self- 
servbg, it is wise to reflect on the quality of 
service that commercial television provides 
b this country where every significant Aus
tralian population centre b the near future 
will be able to see three commercial services, 
a national service and the SBS.

It is high time we as commercial broad
casters got on the front foot again and said to
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the academics, theoreticians and commenta
tors that what we have here, b the most 
general sense, is as good as it is gobg to get 
and comparable to the best b the world.

A small and scattered population seeing 
as it does a diverse and quality range of do
mestic and international production is some
thing for which this country can be justifiably 
proud, and for which it receives international 
recognition.

The successful export of much of our 
production is testimony to not just the coun
try" s critical eye of our local viewers but the 
critical eye of those viewers in countries 
which our critics would regard as bebg more 
sophisticated and highly developed.

Economic viability is a critical measure of 
what can and cannot be sustained b this na
tion and by any test of economic viability, 
three commercial networks, compatible with 
the sophisticated service that is provided, are 
at the limit of what can be sustained.

Commonsense says that the high levels 
of viewbg b this country and television’s 
large acceptance by our viewbg constituents 
are a ringing endorsement of the three com
peting services strivbg as each of us does for 
quality, diversity and localism. This repre
sents an infinitely better alternative than a 
multiplicity of low budget import-orientated 
stations with a maze of repeat programmbg 
as then principal fare. This, of course, is 
largely the characterisation of bdependent 
television b the United States.

The second threshold question that needs 
exambation is “on what basis should compet- 
bg licences be allocated?”

Should licences be awarded to the most 
suitable applicant or should they be awarded 
to the richest applicant via a tender or auction 
process or should they be merely drawn out 
of a bat? It is our firm view at the Seven

Network that licences should be allocated b 
the most general sense on “the basis of the 
most suitable applicant".

The auction system for new licences is 
simply a disguised tax b an environment 
where television licensees pay company tax, 
payroll tax, sales tax and licence fees - this 
busbess makes more than its fair share of 
contributions to consolidated revenue.

The auction process, of course, b addition 
to haring the potential to be financially de
bilitating, provides no guarantee as to the 
genera] suitability of the applicant or his fu
ture ability to provide a suitable service.

Fbancial capability when married to lo
calism or management capability or suitability 
or service or commitment to domestic pro
duction is a necessary and appropriate basis 
on which to judge the allocation of licences. 
Fbancial muscle, on the other hand, via the 
auction system is not a suitable basis to judge 
the prospective licensee.

The results of financial muscle or at least 
perceived financial muscle, have been ad
equately demonstrated firstly, b the 1987 
round of network acquisitions and secondly, 
b the AM/FM conversion process with the 
resultant handback of FM licences by over 
enthusiastic licensees who have revisited 
their balance sheets to find then initial bids 
over the top.

Administration * •

T
he determbation of theneedfor new 
licences b our view should continue 
to be done by the Mbister on advice 
from an expert group of people. 
The judgment of the need for the alloca

tion of new licences should be:
• apolitical;
• based on sound social and economic 

research; and
• be informed by independent expert 

opbion.
If reasoned opbion deemed further li

cences are to be issued then the best body to 
allocate the new licences is the Australian 
BroadcastbgTribunal (ABT) or its successor 
body.

The ABT has a wide perspective across 
all broadcasting issues, it has the powers and 
capability of gathering a broad range of infor
mation and presumably, it will continue to 
have a blend of legal, broadcastbg, bureau
cratic and technical expertise on which it can 
call.

If the future direction of plannbg is to be
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contained within the ABT, and this is not aSS7 J W°UM 1 c-honwhethl ^ y re®ponsibility for determining 
whether there should be additional licences 
should be separate from the body gS £
respons.bdity 0f Judging the succesfJapS
cants for such new licences. P

perspective of what is available to the 
pubhc; and
the licensee or network’s compliance with 
the statutory obligations in areas such as 
Australian drama and children's 
Programming.

Financial capability

■
 assessing the most suitable applicant 

e regulatory authority would inevita
bly need to satisfy itself that the eligible 
applicants fuifilled basic licensing Sito 

. These criteria currently include- 
financial capability in providing an

• t and comPrehensive service;
technical and management capability 
commitment to domestic production;’ 
tiie commercial viability of competing 
services, and K

• fitness and propriety.
With the exception of fitness and propri- 

fy, there can be no fundamental objection 
w^tii the overall thrust of these criteria. It is 
air to say that sensibly administered, these 

criteria work well in underpinning the qualify 
and consistency of our broadcast service.

One might quibble with the scope of ad
equate and comprehensive or argue at the 
margins about the limits of financial capabil
ity, but the criteria have, when sensibly ad
ministered, served both the industry and the 
public well in the past and in my view wifi 
continue to do so in the future. ’

. ^Ve ^ told continually that the Act is 
nightmarish. I happily concede it is not an 
easy read, however, it seems that the most 
complex aspects of the legislation are often 
those that have least application in the day to 
day running of our business, e.g. the 
grandfathering provisions, overlapping "serv
ice areas, aggregation and MCS provisions 
In any repeal or review process, the baby 
should not be thrown out with the bath water

I
 n operating a business, financial capabil

ity is a vital ingredient that is frequently 
and conveniently overlooked by com
mercial television’s critics and commen-

2?L^PTUit/SeCti0nal ^ vested mter- 
este. In the broadestcommercial sense, finan
cial capability as a concept, should not be seen 
simply as a tool for excluding licence appli
cants or for punishing the incumbents at the 
time of renewal. Also relevant under financial 
capability is what the industry can afford by 
way of impost '

An assessment of financial capability, of 
course, must take into account holding com
panies above the licensee companies. In pros
pect, it now seems that Australia's three 
commercial networks will be recapitalised at 
realistic levels. Tomorrow hopefully, the in-
de£y WlUn°tbe required t0 service massive

The fine balance of television profitability 
must take note of the historical earning power 
of the television market, in general, and of 
each of the three commercial networks in 
particular. It must also take into account cur
rent marketplace interest rates, the need for 
continual maintenance and update of capital 
expenditure, the seasonal nature of the televi
sion revenues and the economic sensitivities 
mat are inclined to disproportionately affect 
these revenues.

Fitness and propriety

T
he prolonged Bond inquiry ampli
fied the fundamentally unworkable 
nature of the fitness and propriety 
provisions. It is the Seven Network’s 
contention that there should be people who 

cannot own television licences and beyond 
that, all should be eligible to be involved in the 
television business.

People, for example, who should not own 
television licences or be eligible to own televi
sion licences are foreigners, people who have 
been convicted of certain criminal offences 
and people who have displayed a lack of hon
esty or candour with the ABT or similar regu
latory authorities, such as the Australian 
Stock Exchange. These are the only “fitness” 
conditions that should apply for people who 
wish to be granted broadcasting licences. The 
moment any broader criteria are included 
the regulator is put in an impossible position.’

Reforming the licensing 
process

Domestic production

Adequate and comprehensive

W
hile the definition of adequate 
and comprehensive may pro
vide some comfort for the 
regulators, the service pro
vided by commercial television will funda

mentally be economically driven. That is, the 
proprietors and the bankers will only ever be 
in a position to provide a service that is afford
able.

In sensibly administering provisions such 
as adequate and comprehensive, constant 
reference must be made to:
• the total services available in the market 

and the programming these services 
provide;

• tile scheduling practice of a licensee and 
its competitors in providing a market 
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I
n the 1989 debate on Australian content 
regulation, children’s lobby groups, Aus
tralian independent production compa- 
mes and groups such as Actors Equity 
Ptod little or no heed to what this business can 

afford in their pursuit of ambit and sectional 
claims for particular program types they 
wsbed to pursue for their own economic en
hancement

, : -------^^•^v^*»^£iiJuicanuyaoGveu}e
nnnmium statutory requirements. The mar
ket demands that commercial television has 
an Australian look and those who ignore the 
voice of their constituents do so at their own 
economic peril,

Regulation to protect and develop a do
mestic production base has well served its 
purpose. Twenty years on, viewers demand 
of us what quotas once obliged us to produce.
4 ‘

T
here should be automatic licence 

renewal for five year terms unless an 
interested person has shown sub
stantial reasons as to why the licence 
should not be renewed or why it should be 

conditionally renewed or why it should be 
renewed for a shorter period.

In our view the Act should focus much
moreon control andmuchlesson ownership
After ati control is the issue in relation to an 
Austrian fook for the Australian television 
industry. Control is the issue that the man
agement of licenses must address in placing 
proper emphasis on the balance between nf 
turns for shareholders and the inherent re-
UcenseblUtieS ^ C°me ^ 016 COnduct o[a

should be * reduction in licence 
tees. This is particularly relevant while the
Sfv^ecapitaiises and gets itself back on 
its feet The current licence fees are simply a 
disguised turnover tax and in our view are 
very inequitous. The large producing stations 
talong all the financial risks with production 
and having all the infrastructure needed to 
carry out this production are bearing a dis
proportionate share of licence fees when 
compared to the smaller non-producing s“ 
fions who simply put apiece of videotape on

ft b^cd olily-md not have

Sv“ilC0S TTTf subraw>"
A“tnrfmn market is too

small, the economics are too fragile th„
advertising dollar per capita spendttw^Ow for 
the market to support three viable free to air

continued on p21
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______ No rental right

S
ection 85 of the Copyright Act 1968, 
which specifies the nature of copy- 
rightin sound recordings, provides 
that it is the exclusive right to make 
a copy of the sound recording, to cause it to be 

heard in public or to broadcast it,
A similar provision is contained in the Act 

in relation to musical works which, in the 
case of records, are embodied in the sound 
recordings. Section 31 of the Act provides 
that, in relation to musical works, copyright 
includes the exclusive right to reproduce the 
work in a material form, to publish it, to per
form it in public, to broadcast it, to cause it to 
be transmitted to subscribers to a diffusion 
service and to make an adaptation of it Nei
ther section contains any reference to a right 
to hire the sound recording or the musical 
work. It has generally being accepted that, in 
those circumstances, the owner of copyright 
in the sound recording or the musical work 
has no “rental right”. That is, the owner does 
not have a right to prevent unauthorised 
rental of records embodying the sound re
cording or musical work or a right to receive 
royalties or other compensation for the rental 
of those records.

No distribution right

I
thas been argued, following the decision 
of the FrankfurtAm Main Regional Court 
(Germany) in Andreas Vollenweider and 
Friends AG v Medienpool Gesellschaft 
(1989) that, at least in relation to musical 

works, there is a right to prevent unauthorised 
hiring of such works. The court in that deci
sion held that a right of distribution (such as is 
specifically provided in the German copyright 
legislation) is divisible and that an owner of 
copyright can reserve the right to lend or hire 
when selling or authorising the sale of an 
article embodying copyright material.

To apply that decision in Australia, where 
the legislation does not provide for copyright 
to include a right of distribution, requires the 
right of publication (as contained in Section 
31 of the Act in relation to musical works) to 
be construed as a right of distribution or to 
include such a right Whilst there has been 
some debate on that issue, Section 29(3) of 
the Act would appear to render such debate 
irrelevant, at least in relation to the distribu
tion of records. "That sub-section provides, in 
part that “the supplying (by sale or other
wise) to the public of records of a ...musical 
work... does not constitute publication of the 
work.” Accordingly, even if the right of publi
cation was held to contain a right of distribu
tion (arguably entitling the copyright owner 
to reserve rights of rental), the sale or other 
distribution of records, at which point the 
rental right would need to be exercised, will

not constitute an exercise of that publication 
right

Royalties should be 
remuneration for exploitation

O
n the assumption that no rental 
right presently exists under the 
Act, the growth of CD rental out
lets inAustraliaposesagreat threat 
to the continued viability of the sound record

ing industry and the artists and composers 
who rely upon it The income of copyright 
owners, including recording artists and com
posers, is still largely tied to, and dependant 
upon, the sale of “original” copies of records 
manufactured and/or distributed by record 
companies. The artist or composer typically 
receives a royalty for each record sold. The 
linking of the royalty with the sale of the 
record,whilstunderstandableinhistorical and 
commercial terms, blurs the concept of the 
royalty as remuneration for the use of the 
sound recording and the musical work em
bodied therein.The fact that such use, up until 
recent times, has largely been limited to the 
manufacture of records is simply a result of 
the available technology. However, current 
technological developments enable the dis
semination of high quality copies of sound 
recordings in a number of different ways that 
do notdependuponthepurchaseofthe record. 
Each alternative method of distribution of a 
sound recording, including the rental of the 
record, nonetheless constitutes an exploita
tion of the sound recording and the musical 
work in respect of which the copyright owner 
is entitled to be remunerated.

Survey evidence from Japan has revealed 
that in excess of 90 per cent of the compact 
discs rented are used to make a home copy. 
There is little doubt that this experience 
would be repeated in Australia. If the income 
of copyright owners continues to be tied to 
the sale of records, then the level of income 
derived form the exploitation of sound re
cordings and musical works will decline. 
While the implications for recording artists 
who are presently under contract are serious, 
they are catastrophic for those who hope to 
obtain a recording contract in the future, es
pecially if the artist’s music is of limited or 
marginal appeal. Declining incomes will re
sult in less money being available to foster 
developing artists.

Amending the Copyright Act

T
he CopyrigktAct 1968 is intended to 
ensure that the exploitation of a per
son’s intellectual property is prop
erly protected and/or properly com
pensated, however that exploitation may oc

cur. Advances in technology have, however, 
tended to undermine the protection afforded 
by the Act CD rental, which enables high

quality copies of sound recordings to be ob
tained at a significantly lower cost to the con
sumer, is nothing more or less than the com
mercial exploitation of another’s intellectual 
property for personal gain. The copyright 
owner is not presently entitled to receive any 
compensation for this new, and now commer
cially viable, use of the copyright material.

There can be no moral or legal justifica
tion for the failure of government to ad
equately protect the rights of copyright own
ers and to continue to protect those rental 
rights have already been introduced into the 
copyright law of many countries, including 
the United Kingdom, United States of 
America, France and Germany, in recognition 
of the growing threat to copyright protection 
posed by CD rental. At a time when Australian 
music is contributing significantly to the 
growth in Australia’s export income, the need 
to protect that income is self evident

Submissions have been made by the 
Australian record Industry Association 
(“ARIA") to the Commonwealth Attorney- 
General seeking amendment of the Act to 
include a rental right The Department is 
presently seeking submissions from other in
terested parties on the amendment proposed 
by ARIA and on the question of rental rights 
generally.

Stephen Peach is a solicitor with the Sydney 
firm of Gilbert & Tobin
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commercial services and advertiser sup
ported pay TV.

Finally, there should be continued, indeed 
expanded, self-regulation in appropriate ar
eas. The voluntary codes on violence and self 
regulation of commercial airtime have been 
successful. It has been a co-operative effort 
between the broadcasters with the input ad
vice and overview of the regulators and we 
believe there is significant further scope us
ing these role models.

In conclusion, I think it is fair to say you 
will be hearing from us a lot more and a lot 
less defensively than has recently been the 
case. We cannot underwrite our continued 
economic viability while, at the same time, 
adopting a heavy regulatory hand with what 
remains of our businesses.

The real test of how serious we are about 
self regulation will be to see how much 
progress is made in the review process of the 
Broadcasting Act and the significant scope 
for self-regulation within that review between 
now and the time of the next election.

Bob Campbell is the Chief Executive of 
Network Seven. This is an edited version of a 
paper presented to the ABT Conference, 
‘Deregulation... in Step with the World’, held 
in Sydney in November 1990.
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